We show that there are, in general, many solutions to (*) but that there is, under certain consistency assumptions on L and the L.., a fundamental (or core) interval of the form (x., x. ) on which all solutions to (*) agree; n. is / e Hn,°°ix" x ), fix) = r., 1 < i < m] is weak* closed in L°°(x,, x ). In fact, a showed that a solution s of (1.1) exists which has the property that |s*"'| is a step function on (x , x ) with discontinuities restricted to x ,...,x , and x 1772 ¿772-1 moreover that s("' is a step function on (x¿, *I + 1), i = 1» • • •, rn -1, with at most 22-1 discontinuities on each such interval. His method consisted of considering limits of certain sequences of L extremal solutions as p -» », the latter having been characterized analytically by Golomb [5] . Now we repeat the argument which led to (3.5) to obtain a function h £ Hn,00(x x ) which interpolates arbitrary prescribed data between E +. and E , which vanishes to the left of E + fot which Lh is supported on £.U-"UE +, and which satisfies L .. h = 0 for all the functionals associated with the points to the right of E . We continue in this fashion until there are n, or fewer points remaining, at which time we terminate the process by using the argument given above. Any data can be interpolated by a finite sum of the functions just constructed. This completes the proof. Proof. We know that h is given by, after suitable modification, (3.6) hix) = ¿ eS.ix) Jf iLh)iy)<p*iy)dy for x > x. + y 7 = 1 (By subtracting an appropriate element of the null space of L we may assume that h vanishes identically on [x., x.].) The proof that a g exists with Lg £ L°°iB) and g(x) = h(x), x i (x{, *¿ + ]), is identical with the proof that leads to (3.5) and need not be repeated.
The next proposition is a sharpening of Proposition 2 which allows us to control the sign of Lf and yet still interpolate any given data. We will need the notion of two sets being interspersed. Proof. Again we may subtract an element of the null space of L from h and thereby assume that h vanishes identically on [x" x.]. For *>x.+1, we know that h(x) is given by (3.6) and, as before, we need only show that there is a function q> = Lg £ L°°(x , x ) having the desired support and sign properties and with J, cp*iy)iLg)iy)dy = j¡ <f>*iy)ÍLh)iy)dy, j = 1,.
g, of course, is then given g(x) = f* dix; ¿j) (pig)d£ for x, < x < xffl. 
